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InfoBot: Identifying Decision States Using
Information Bottleneck
Anirudh Goyal, Riashat Islam, Zafarali Ahmed,
Doina Precup, Matthew Botvinick, Hugo
Larochelle, Sergey Levine and Yoshua Bengio

Relevant Goal Information

Information identifies useful subgoals
Grounding Subgoals in Information Transitions, 2011

InfoBot: Identifying Decision State
Variational information minimization b/w action
and goal given state

Agent pays the price for querying the
goal.

“Querying” the goal state

Using KL for Structured Exploration
High KL == “Interesting State”
● Train Primitives to go to “High KL” states to
query the goal.
● Incentivize agents to go to “High KL states” ==
Use KL as intrinsic motivation
●

Decision States v/s Bottleneck States
Distinction b/w
bottleneck states and
decision states
•
•

Decision states ⇒ linked to available information to an agent
● Bottleneck states ⇒ Based on MDP connectivity structure.
●

Concept of decision states
-

Decision states are not binary, it’s more of a continuum.
Some states are less decision-ey, and other states are more decision-ey.

Fundamental distinction between automatic and controlled action selection.

●
●

Automatic Responding - Perceptual
inputs directly trigger actions.
Controlled Behaviour - Automatic
responding is overridden to align
behaviour with the goal.

Infobot architecture contains 2 pathways
-

Goal to Action (“controlled”)
State to Action (“Automatic
responding”)

(Left) Diagram credit - Matthew
Botvinick

Identifying Decision Points
-

Agent gets a partial view (POMDP)
Policy trained on smaller maze (left),
generalizes well to bigger mazes (right)

Better generalization
-

Wall following strategy.

NXSY - Grid with X no. of rooms, of atmost size Y.

Better Generalization

Structured Exploration - Use KL as
exploration Bonus
NXSY - Grid with X number of rooms, of atmost size Y (procedurally generated)

-

●
●
●

Better Exploratory Policy Continuous Control Tasks

Use high value states as goals (Recall Traces: Backtracking Model)

Baseline - Proximal policy
optimization (PPO)
Infobot-low-value = Use
low value states as goal.
Infobot-zero-KL - coeff. Of
KL loss is 0.

Disentangling
optimization and
generalization
• The traditional ML picture is that optimization and
generalization are neatly separated aspects
• That makes theory easier to handle, separately
• Unfortunately not the case
• SGD variants influence optimization AND generalization

Memorization in
Deep Networks
Mostly from preprint arXiv:1706.05394
Devansh Arpit, Stanisław Jastrzębski, Nicolas Ballas, David Krueger,
Emmanuel Bengio, Maxinder S Kanwal, Tegan Maharaj, Asja
Fischer, Aaron Courville, Yoshua Bengio, Simon Lacoste-Julien

Memorization in
Deep Networks
• Deep networks trained with SGD generalize well due to its
implicit regularization effect (Zhang et al 2016)
• Deep networks achieve ~100% train accuracy on random data
(Zhang et al 2016)

• Do deep networks also memorize real data?

Real data has
Dominant Patterns
• Real data: some samples are
learned first.
• Random data: samples are
learned in arbitrary order.
Fraction of times each of 1000
samples is classified correctly
after 1 epoch across 100 runs

Larger Margin on
Real data
• Real data: distance from
decision boundary is large
• Random data: distance from
decision boundary is small
Critical sample ratio =
fraction of samples which
have adversarial examples
in their vicinity

Patterns come First
• Validation accuracy peaks
before falling
• Patterns in real data learned
before overfitting noise

Train (full) and validation
(dotted) accuracy on
MNIST during training
with noisy labels

Regularization Hinders
Memorization
• Dropout is best at hindering
memorization
• Maintains performance on
real data for reduced
memorization on random
data.
Best validation performance (picked
across hyper parameter grid) on real
data vs. training performance on
noise labels for the same model, for
different regularizers.

Take Home Message
• DNNs learn patterns before memorizing noise
• Regularization hinders memorization

On the relevance of
loss function
geometry for
generalization
Laurent Dinh, Razvan Pascanu,
Samy Bengio, Yoshua Bengio

Flatness

Reparametrization
•
•

•

Differentiation at critical point

Flat minima
"
Sharp minima

Sharp minima"
Flat minima

Reparametrization

Sharp minima can generalize
Flat minima can poorly generalize

Eppur, si muove!"
"
And yet, it moves

Factors
influencing
Minima in SGD
Mostly from preprint arXiv:1711.04623
Stanisław Jastrzębski, Zachary Kenton, Devansh Arpit, Nicolas Ballas, Asja Fischer,
Yoshua Bengio, Amos Storkey

Behavior of SGD
• Small mini-batch finds wider minima (Keskar et al 2016)
• What dynamics/factors govern the quality of minima
found by SGD?

SGD as Stochastic Differential
Equation
• Mini-batch gradient g (θ) (due to CLT), batch size S:
(S)

• SGD with learning rate η is described by:
@L(✓)
@✓

• Continuous stochastic differential equation (SDE) form: (Li et al
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2017)

If small enough
learning rate, ie.
small steps

Note: C(θ) = B(θ)TB(θ)

Equilibrium
Distribution of SGD
• The equilibrium distribution of this SDE is given by:
• ~Inverse relation between loss and density

• Noise n controls the granularity of the
equilibrium distribution

n = η/S
Note: η = learning rate, S = batch size, σ = fixed isotropic gradient variance
2

Implications of the
Theory
• Probability of ending in a minima A described by Hessian HA:

• In general, minima with larger volume is favored more (simply
because it has higher probability mass)

• Higher noise n prioritizes width (volume) over depth
• Final equilibrium distribution is unchanged when learning rate
and batch size are scaled proportionally η→βη, S→βS

Note: n = η/S, η = learning rate, S = batch size, σ = fixed isotropic gradient variance
2

Smaller Noise –
Sharper Bowl
• Interpolation between apparent minima found by SGD at
large/small noise level

α = 0: baseline noise level

α = 0: baseline noise level

α = 1: small noise due to large
batch size

α = 1: small noise due to small
learning rate

Equal noise –
Equal Width
•

Interpolation between minima found by SGD at the same
noise level (due to different learning rate/batch-size
configurations)

α = 0: baseline noise level η/S
α = 1: same noise level 0.25η/
0.25S

α = 0: baseline noise level η/S
α = 1: same noise level 4η/4S

Same Noise - Same
Learning Dynamics
• Theory talks about final equilibrium distribution but seems
to apply along trajectory as well
• But even learning dynamics is similar when learning rate
and batch size are scaled proportionally
η→βη, S→βS

Cyclic Learning Rate and Cyclic Constant Learning Rate and
Batch-size
Constant Batch-size

Take Home Messages
• DNNs learn patterns before memorizing noise
• Regularization hinders memorization
• The quality of final minima and learning dynamics is similar
when learning rate and batch size are scaled proportionally
• Larger noise favors large volume minima over deep ones
• Larger noise (e.g. due to BS or l.rate) hinders memorization

A Walk with SGD

Xing, Arpit, Tsirigotis & Bengio ArXiv:1802.08770

• Interpolate in parameter space
between minibatch SGD
updates and see convex shape
• After initial phase, updates
bounce off valley floor, which
monotonically improves,
traversing larger distances with
smaller batch sizes (BS)
• Learning rate: height from floor
• BS: exploration noise
• Pure GD gets stuck on floor,
while SGD finds flatter regions, which generalize better
36

A Wal

Sharpest Directions Along the SGD
Trajectory
(Jastrzębski, Kenton, Ballas, Fischer, Bengio, Storkey)

• Even at the beginning of training, a high learning rate or small
batch size influences SGD to visit flatter loss regions.
• the largest eigenvalues appears to always follow a similar
pattern, with a fast increase in the early phase and a decrease
thereafter, where the peak value is determined by the learning
rate and batch size.
• altering the learning rate just in the direction of the eigenvectors
associated with the largest eigenvalues, SGD can be steered
towards regions which are an order of magnitude sharper but
correspond to models with similar generalization, confirming
that curvature of the endpoint found by SGD is not predictive of
its generalization properties.
37

Using a discriminator to
optimize independence,
mutual information or entropy!
•
•

Brakel & Bengio ArXiv:1710.05050
Train a discriminator to separate
between pairs (A,B) coming from P(A,B)
and pairs coming from P(A) P(B)
Generalize this to measuring
independence of all the outputs of a
representation function (encoder).
Maximize independence by
backpropagating the independence
score into the encoder
à NON-LINEAR ICA.

Discriminator

Minibatch
pervariable
shuffle!
!

Nonlinear
ICA
encoder!
!

(t)sign(cos(310⇡t)),
= sign(cos(310⇡t)),
s1 (t)s1=
(t)sin(1600⇡t),
= sin(1600⇡t),
s2 (t)s2=
(t)sin(600⇡t
= sin(600⇡t
6 cos(120⇡t)),
s3 (t)s3=
+ 6+
cos(120⇡t)),
(t)sin(180⇡t),
= sin(180⇡t),
s4 (t)s4=
(t)uniform(x|[
⇠ uniform(x|[
1, 1]),
s5 (t)s5⇠
1, 1]),
(t)laplace(x|µ
⇠ laplace(x|µ
= 1).
s6 (t)s6⇠
= 0,=b 0,
= b1).

Non-Linear Independent
Component Analysis Results!

experiments
using
the first
samples
t linearly
spaced
between
[0, 0.4].
heThe
experiments
werewere
donedone
using
the first
40004000
samples
withwith
t linearly
spaced
between
[0, 0.4].

•

F IGURES
B BF IGURES

Sources were either mixed linearly or non-linearly,
independent components recovered in both cases

(a) Source
signals.
(a) Source
signals.

(b) Anica
reconstructions
= .997. (a) Anica PNL reconstructions ⇢max = .997.
(b) Anica
reconstructions
⇢max ⇢=max.997.

(b) An

Nonlinearly mixed
Linearly
mixed
Figure
6: Sources
reconstructions
for linear
the linear
synthetic
source
The
predictions
igure
6: Sources
and and
reconstructions
for the
synthetic
source
ICAICA
task.task.
TheFigure
predictions
7: Reconstructions for the post-nonlinear mixture a
rescaled
to within
lie within
the range
1] easier
for easier
comparison
the source
signals.
avehave
beenbeen
rescaled
to lie
the range
[ 1,[ 1]1,for
comparison
withwith
the source
signals.
This
causes
the
laplacian
samples
to
appear
scaled
down.
The
scores
⇢
represent
the
maximum
his causes the laplacian samples to appear scaled down. The scores ⇢max represent
the maximum
max
absolute
correlation
over
all
possible
permutations
of
the
signals.
bsolute correlation over all possible permutations of the signals.

Using a discriminator to
optimize independence,
mutual information or entropy!
Discriminator

MINE: Mutual Information Neural Estimator
Belghazi et al ArXiv:1801.04062

•

Same architecture, but with a twist in
the training objective which provides an
asymptotically consistent estimator of
mutual independence

Minibatch
pervariable
shuffle!
!

concat!
X!

Z!
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and z̄ ⇠ PZ from the marginals are obtained by simply dropping x, z from samples (x̄, z)
) ⇠ PXZ . The objective can be maximized by gradient ascent.
(n)

ollows we use the notation P̂X for the empirical distribution associated to a given set of n
es drawn for PX . If we denote

MINE:
Estimator
of
MI!
✓ˆ = arg sup E
[T (x, z)] log(E
[e
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✓2⇥

(n)
P̂XZ

✓

(n)
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(12)

timal set of parameters under the above conditions, we obtain the Mutual Information
Given two r.v. X & Z and samples of their joint &
stimator (MINE):
Discriminator T
marginals:

n 3.1 (Mutual information neural estimator (MINE)).
\
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Z)n = EP̂(n) [T✓ˆn (x, z)]
XZ

log(EP̂(n) ⌦P̂(n) [eT✓ˆn (x,z) ]).
X

Minibatch
pervariable
shuffle!
!

Z

m 1 presents details of the implementation of MINE.

(13)

where discriminator T is optimized to maximize the rhs

m 1 . Mutual Information Estimation
itialize network parameters

concat!
X!

Z!
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)
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n
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also in
useAppendix
an adaptive
gradient clipping method to ensure stability whenever MINE is u
ded
6.3.

ion with another adversarial objective. The details of this are provided in Appendix

ONSISTENCY

MINE: Consistency!
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Demonstration of estimation

MI between 2
Gaussians

44!

[Belghazi et. al., 2018]

Demonstration of estimation

MI between 2
Gaussians

45!

[Belghazi et. al., 2018]

• We show that our estimator provides a method of performing the Informa
method Tishby et al. (2000) in a continuous setting, and that this approa
variational bottleneck methods (Alemi et al., 2016).

Maximizing ENTROPY: avoid GAN mode
dropping by max MI(X,Z)
2 BACKGROUND
GAN!

2.1

GAN+MINE!

M UTUAL
Ground
Truth!I NFORMATION

MINE Discriminator

Mutual information is a Shannon entropy-based measure of dependence between ra
Following the definition in Equation 1, the mutual informationMinibatch
can be understood as
since H(X|Z)=0
perthe uncertainty of X given Z:
variable
I(X;Z)=H(X)
shuffle!
I(X; Z) := H(X) H(X | Z) = H(Z) ! H(Z | X),

GAN+MINE!
where H is theGAN!
Shannon entropy and
H(Z | X) is the conditional
concat! entropy of Z given
of information in Z not given from X). Using simple manipulation, GAN
weDiscriminator
write the mu
as the Kullback-Leibler (KL-) divergence between the joint, PXZ
, and the product o
X
Z
PX ⌦ PZ :
generator

H(X, Z) = DKL (PXZ || PX ⌦ PZ )
data
where H(X, Z) is the joint entropy of X and Z. It can be noted here that the mutua
46!
zero exactly when the KL-divergence is zero.
The intuitive meaning is immediately
the divergence between the joint and the product of the marginals, the stronger
I(X; Z) = H(X) + H(Z)

Manifold Mixup!
Alex Lamb*, Vikas Verma*, Chris Beckham, Aaron
Courville, Ioannis Mitliagkas, Yoshua Bengio

How to improve
generalization!
Conjecture: some novel points which are oﬀ of the manifold
contain combinations of attributes which we’ve seen during
training.
-Examples:
-A deer with wheels instead of legs
-Tokyo city but with the eiﬀel tower in the skyline.
-A blue pig.

Manifold Mixup!
-Augment the training set by randomly combining attributes.
-How to combine attributes?
-Take a convex combination of the representations.
-I.e. King - Queen + Child == Boy
-What attributes? In the latent space of a deep net!
-Earlier layers cover more of the network.
-Later layers make it easier to span the space.

Details of Manifold Mixup!
-On each update, pick a random layer uniformly (including the
input).
-Sample
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⇠ Beta(↵, ↵)

-Mix between two random examples from the minibatch at that
layer with coeﬀ .
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<latexit sha1_base64="CGNZbHTaDhCXkyitBE85nI+mVKU=">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</latexit>

-Mix the labels for those two examples accordingly (soft label).
t1 +
1
2
(1
)t2

t

<latexit sha1_base64="ePJaTsY3am3PNtkiVdT37AZtmmw=">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</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="bu7+lQkzGVZhSyHzBxYvg0X75qU=">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</latexit>

h1 +

h1

(1

<latexit sha1_base64="+1cWv0SaJ//JEyKoFZ1F2sGOna8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="8A+y1//Y2n0dGwJcDg7BtF4n3GA=">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</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="34ihKB6IK8EDkjYp1UJTpzmactk=">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</latexit>

h2

)h2

<latexit sha1_base64="0ux9UxTO8BgsBD1ov9YDm0FsfjA=">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</latexit>

x1
<latexit sha1_base64="34ihKB6IK8EDkjYp1UJTpzmactk=">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</latexit>

x2
<latexit sha1_base64="LLpZUXSJhVETmzquEnDTmMYfK1Q=">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</latexit>

Results - Classification!

CIFAR - 10!

CIFAR - 100!

-ShakeShake is 97.14% on CIFAR-10. !
-Best or close-to-best results on CIFAR-10 that don’t use complicated and
expensive hyperparameter search procedure (like AutoAugment or Neural
Architecture Search)!

Results - Likelihood!
-Likelihood is WAY better with manifold mixup. Means it’s less
confident when it makes wrong predictions.

Negative
LogLikelihood
(lower is
better)!

Epoch!

Results - Novel Deformations!

CIFAR-100!

Results - Adversarial
Examples!

Semi-supervised Learning!

-Not too close to SOTA (CIFAR-10 down to 5%).
-For computational reasons, may still be preferable over VAT.

Analysis - How are
representations changed? !

-If we block gradients at the mixing points - Manifold Mixup no
longer helps!
-Manifold Mixup is changing our representations to make
interpolations less likely to collide.

Analysis - interpolations
actually have lower loss!

-So manifold mixup helps a lot along hidden space interpolations.
-But input mixup helps a lot with hidden interpolations too. Why?

Visualizing interpolations!

Biological Plausibility!
-Let’s say that you’re a neuron and your job is recognizing
animals.
-Another part of the brain uses your outputs, but takes a variable
amount of time to return a feedback signal.

brain!
x[t=0]
is a cat!!

brain!
x[t=1]
is a
dog!!

Neuron!

Neuron!

x[t=0]!

x[t=1]!

brain!
Actually
x[t=1]
was a
cat!!
Neuron!

x[t=2]!

brain!
You were
wrong: x[t=0]
is a dog!!
Neuron!

x[t=3]!

Current Practical Value!
-Applying Manifold Mixup is rather straightforward.
-Requires (essentially) no additional computation or memory.
-Competitive with virtual adversarial training for semi-supervised.
-Provides significant gains in classification.

Montreal Institute for
Learning Algorithms

